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Precursor Systems On the Web!
On June 30th, Precursor Systems opened its doors on the internet’s World Wide Web. Precursor’s web site will serve up information about our company including descriptions of Precursor
Support Services and the Precursor BBS. Net surfers will be able to view the Precursor Catalogue of Services, issues of Precursor FaxNews and Precursor press releases while on-line.
Precursor’s home page will rely heavily on Adobe Acrobat and Apple QuickTime technology.
Acrobat PDF’s such as this copy of FaxNews will have built-in web links which can instantly take
the user to another URL (Universal Resource Locator) site on the web. If you have Acrobat
Exchange and the Acrobat Web Link Plug-in, (see the web site for more info), you can try this
now by clicking on the blue, underlined URL for the Precursor Home Page at the end of this
item. QuickTime format will be used to distribute movies and sounds to Mac and Windows
users. The Precursor Systems Home Page can be found at <http://www.magic.mb.ca/~anarvey>.

TechTool 1.0.7 Free!
Precursor Systems is pleased to be able to offer a free, licensed copy of MicroMat’s TechTool™
1.0.7. The new version of this amazing utility is now PowerPC native and allows you to checks
system files for damage. TechTool also: Zaps PRAM - Better than cmd-opt-P-R because it clears
ALL 256 bytes of PRAM; Rebuilds the desktop - better than cmd-opt since it actually deletes the
old desktop file; and, Shows system and drive info including manuf. date and hours of use.
TechTool™ is recommended by both MacUser and MacWeek magazines. You can get TechTool
1.0.7 on Precursor BBS from Vendors:Precursor Showcase:Precursor Utilities, or from the Toolkit
page at Precursor’s new Web Site.

Apple Telecom 2.1; Sound Manager 3.1!
Apple has released new Telecom software for Express and GeoPort Modems and a new version
of the Sound Manager for all Macs. Find them on Precursor BBS in Apple Stuff:Updates & Utils.

MacPPP 2.2.0!
Those of you on the net using freeware MacPPP 2.0.1 know that this program is getting pretty
long in the tooth. Now a consortium of sharware authors and honourable Mac Hackers have
rolled several recent improvements into one standard version: MacPPP 2.2.0. If you get on the
web through a PPP connection you owe it to yourself to get this file. [From the Precursor BBS
Desktop go Files:Internet Stuff].

Global Village Support Now On-line!
Owners of Global Village modems will be pleased to know that through the magic of a
FirstClass gateway, Precursor Systems has added the Global Village Communications support
forum to the Precursor BBS. Look for it on-line under Files:Comm Stuff:Global Village.
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